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We compared two sustainable projects from big cities in Holland in order to answer our question.
First we found Uit je Eigen Stad a city farm with some social aspects. The second project we 
researched is a relevantly new one called De Ceuvel which offers sustainable working 
environments to creative entrepreneurs. 

Uit eigen stad 

We decided to do research on “ uit Eigen Stad” which means “ from your own city”. Uit je eigen 
stad is a local initiative which mainly focusses on both social and ecological issues.
It is a project based in Rotterdam which main goals are producing local foods and education of 
local communities. Uit Eigen stad runs a city farm where they produce products they sell and 
where you can grow your own vegetables and get educated on nutrition and city farming for a 
reasonable price. The farm is run by volunteers and people who are reintegrating. The project also 
has a restaurant, a weekly farmers market, a stand in the rotterdam markthal and a small shop 
where biological products from their own city farms and other sustainable local projects are sold.

De Ceuvel 

A different sustainable project in a city is “De Ceuvel.” This project is not focussing on farming but 
they are focussing on city cycles. They are based on an old shipyard in central Amsterdam. The 
ground is very polluted by hundreds of years of industry. A creative entrepreneur decided to start a 
sustainable business park for creative entrepreneurs. the entrepreneurs are based in old 
houseboats that have been refurbished, otherwise they would have been burnt down. The ground 
is being cleansed by special plants. The houseboats are self-sufficient when it comes to clean 
drinking water. They are equipped with so called “dry toilets” which do not require plumbing. The 
waste is composted and being used as fertilizer. This project is ment to inspire other companies 
and local citizens to live more sustainable. 
The Ceuvel also offers workshops given by the entrepreneurs and once in a while there are events 
which attract many people. It’s a social and creative breeding ground. Due to media attention on 
the project and the location, there is a lot of interest in not only the project but in the entrepreneurs 
as well. Hereby this project is economically justified.



Economical, social and ecological aspects

Social aspects 
Uit Eigen stad: This project is run by volunteers and offers a reintegration program. Besides that 
there are a number of workshops for local people which helps build a sense of community and the 
workshops are designed to educate people on nutrition. 

De Ceuvel: This project offers a place for creative entrepreneurs to come together and inspire 
each other. Besides of that, it is also a public place where people can come to have a drink at the 
cafe or go to workshops offered by the entrepreneurs based on the project land. This project offers 
a place for people with the same intentions, to create a more sustainable way of living, to come 
together. 

Environmental aspects 
Uit Eigen Stad:The production in local foods and the shop which sells a number of locally 
produced products, this results in the reduction of carbon footprint created by transportation. The 
foods produced in the gardens are mostly biological. 

De Ceuvel: De ceuvel is built on an old ship wharf of which the ground was polluted by hundreds 
of years of industry. They up cycled old home boats to self-sufficient working spaces for 
entrepreneurs. The home boats do not require suer because they have so called dry toilets. Waste 
is bing recycled as compost. Fresh drinking water is made from rain water, filtered by special plants 
and soil. Not only are the home boats sustainable, this project is also focusing on cleansing the 
polluted ground by special plants.

Economical aspects 
Uit je eigen stad:The local economy is given a boost because the products produced by local 
business owners are sold in their markthal stand, shop and weekly market. Besides that the 
projects provides paying jobs in the restaurant, markthal stand and at the farmers market.

De Ceuvel: De Ceuvel won a money-prize for their idea to cleanse the ground, from this money 
they were able to realize the project. The Ceuvel does not require a lot of money because they 
recycle an upcycle materials to build new stuf. De Ceuvel is being promoted by the city of 
Amsterdam, this causes many people to visit the project. Individual creative entrepreneurs are 
based on the project land, they do not have to pay rent. Hereby they can make more money on 
their own business. De Ceuvel is a beginning project and according to the organizer there is not 
yet a visible profit in money. He expects that when everything is done business will start to work as 
it’s supposed to do. Their most important goal is to be sustainable and inspire other in that.



Similarities between De Ceuvel and Uit je Eigen Stad 

Both projects are about creating change in both ecological and social aspects in large cities. They 
are both based in large cities in the Netherlands and are self-sufficient. 

In our opinion this is a project with many possibilities but the lack of information and enthusiasm by 
the representatives/faces of the organization prevents it from reaching its full potential. Even 
though there is a booth in a markthal, after asking around we found that there still aren't a lot of 
people who know about the project.  

Promotion
We first heard of this project from someone who worked in one of their gardens as part of her 
reintegrational program, from whom we got a lot of useful info on the goals of and possibilities 
within the project. At the start of our research we took a look at their website, which at the time had 
a serious lack of information. There was no information on the goals of this initiative besides a 
short piece of text on their garden and restaurants location. They have updated the website since 
our research began but this only happened after years of this project already existing. 
We decided to go to their Rotterdam Markthal stand where they sell fresh soups and other 
products made from vegetables grown their in their own gardens. We asked the salesman/
representative if he could tell us something about the project. 
Even though he seemed to be very enthusiastic about the project, he was only able give us basic 
information about the project, information we already had attained by talking to someone who was 
part of one of the reintergrational programs and visiting the website. After that we tried to interview 
someone who worked in the restaurant but were turned down because they were getting questions 
like hours all the time (which conforms that the website was really lacking in information that 
people wanted and needed in order to become involved).

Uit je Eigen stad only recently started promoting their organization more actively. They updated 
their website, got a stand in Markthal Rotterdam, created a Facebook page, were mentioned in 
several online news articles and blogs and they now have flyers to spead the word. 
When we asked around at the start of this research project only 3 out of 20 people knew what the 
project is about and what they do. 

De Ceuvel was actively promoted from the beginning which resulted in a lot of interest in the 
project and growth within the project. When asking around we found that a way larger percentage 
of people on the street knew about this project. 10 out of 20 people knew about the project, some 
had even visited the location or expressed interest in going there.

Conclusion
From this we can conclude that promotion is incredibly important when starting a project like these, 
a project that as main goals has creating community and awareness can not do without proper 
promotion since the beginning of the project. The people you attract with proper promotion might 
even help your organization grow.

http://deceuvel.nl 

http://www.uitjeeigenstad.nl  

http://deceuvel.nl
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